CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

This Class Action Settlement Agreement ("SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT") is made and
entered into as of the 28th day of March 2013 and will be submitted and is subject for its
effectiveness to approval by the Los Angeles County Superior Court, inter alia, as set forth
herein.

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is entered into by, among and between (i) TOBY
HARRIS ("HARRIS"), KEVIN O'CONNOR ("O'CONNOR"), MICHAEL SANDERCOCK
("SANDERCOCK"), ALEX LANE ("LANE'') and- MICHAEL BEY ("BEY"), each acting
individually and as class representatives on behalf of the general public and all others similarly
situated (collectively, the "PLAINTI~F CLASS[ES]"), on the one hand, and (ii) INVESTOR'S
BUSINESS DAILY, INC., a California Corporation ("IBD"); and DIRECT MARKETING
SPECIALISTS, INC., a California Corporation ("DMS!"); (collectively, the "IBD PARTIES" as
hereafter defined), on the other hand, in full and complete settlement of all claims asserted against
the IBD PARTIES in that certain litigation, as hereafter defined, currently pending in the Los
Angeles County Superior Court, Case No. BC 269313.

HARRIS, O'CONNOR, SANDERCOCK, LANE, and BEY are each individually and in
their representative capacities referred to as and included in references in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT to as a "PARTY" or "PARTIES"; IBD and DMS! are each individually referred
to in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT as a "PARTY"; and all such persons and entities are
collectively referred to in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT as the "PARTIES." References in
this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT to the "PLAINTIFF CLASS[ES]," as previously stated, shall
mean and are intended to apply to HARRIS, O'CONNOR, SANDERCOCK, LANE and BEY
individually as well as collectively and to the entire class(es) of plaintiffs certified during the
course of the litigation hereafter described and which is the subject of this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT.
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I. RECITALS
WHEREAS, on or about March 'I, 2002, HARRIS, O'CONNOR, SANDERCOCK,
LANE and BEY, individually and "on behalf of the general public and all others similarly
situated," filed a Complaint (the "COMPLAINT") against IBD, DMSI, and DATA ANALYSIS,
INC., a California Corporation ("DAI") in the Superior Court of the State of California for the
County of Los Angeles, Case No. BC269313, styled as Plaintiff Toby !farris, Kevin 0 'Connor,
Michael Sandercock, Alex Lane and Michael Bey, on behalf of themselves, the general public,
and all others similarly situated, vs. Investor's Business Daily, Inc, a California Corporation;
Direct Marketing Specialists, Inc., a California Corporation; Data Analysis, Inc.; and Does I
through 10, alleging statutory and other damages and seeking injunctive relief arising from
claims for alleged violation of California Labor Code Section 203, 221, 223, 400-410, 515,
1194.5 and California Business and Professions Code Section 17200, et seq; and wrongful
termination;

WHEREAS, on or about June 4, 2002 the Complaint was amended to name as a
defendant party WILLIAM O'NEIL & CO., Incorporated, a California Corporation ("WOC"),
and on or about October 21, 2002 Harris, O'Connor, Sandercock, Lane and Bey, individually
and in representative capacities, filed a First Amended Complaint (the "FAC") following the
sustaining of the IBD PARTIES, DAI and WOC's Demurrer and the granting of their Motion to
Strike portions of the COMPLAINT, which FAC, inter alia, added allegations and asserted
claims of unjust enrichment and unconscionable chargebacks against the IBD PARTIES, DAI
and WOC;
WHEREAS, on May 14, 2003, HARRIS, O'CONNOR, SANDERCOCK, LANE and
BEY, advancing themselves as class representatives and acting on behalf of the proposed class,
moved for certification of a class of "all sales representatives who Defendants "charged back"
commission[s] paid in [alleged] violation of California Labor Code ~~ 221 and 400-410" (the
"Chargeback Class"), and certification of this Chargeback Class as a Business & Professions
Code ("B&P") Section 17200 class pursuant to Plaintiffs' Fifth Cause of Action was granted on
September 19, 2003;
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WHEREAS,

on or about December 19, 2003 the IBD PARTIES moved for summary

adjudication regarding the First through Fifth Causes of Action of the FAC, and on April

19,

2004, prior to the hearing of the aforesaid summary adjudication motion, the Court granted the
PLAINTIFF CLASS leave to file a Second Amended Complaint (the "SAC"), which was deemed
filed as of that date and alleged, inter alia, violation of California Labor Code Sections 203, 331,
223, 400-410,

515, 558, 1194.5, 1197.1, 2699 and an additional

California

Business

and

Professions Code Section 17200 ("VCL") cause of action alleged to be predicated on a "Failure
to Pay Federal Overtime";

WHEREAS,

on or about May 19,2004 the IBD PARTIES, DAI and WOC moved to

strike portions of the prayer in the SAC, and demurred to the eighth cause of action of the SAC
(for alleged VCL violations for purportedly failing to pay Federal Overtime), and on or about
May 24, 2004, the IBD PARTIES,

DAI and WOC, on the one part, and the CLASS

PLAINTIFFS, on the other part, stipulated to and asked the Court to order that the PARTIES
simultaneously be allowed to re-file all summary adjudication papers and set the IBD PARTIES,
DAI and WOC's summary adjudication motion for hearing;

WHEREAS,

on or about September 15, 2004, summary adjudication

was granted as

sought by the IBD PARTIES, DAI and WOC, and their Demurrer was additionally

sustained

without leave to amend and on or about October 21, 2004, Judgment was entered on July 26,
2005 in favor of the IBD PARTIES, DAI and WOC respecting all causes of action alleged in the
SAC;

WHEREAS,

the July 26, 2005 Judgment was thereafter appealed by the PLAINTIFF

CLASS on August 16, 2005, and on or about April 24, 2006 said Judgment were reversed by the
Court of Appeal in Harris, et al v. Investor's Business Daily, Inc., 138 Cal.App.4th 28 (2006) (as
modified), and the matter was remanded to the Los Angeles County Superior Court for further
proceedings;

WHEREAS,

on or about June 16, 2008, a second class was certified in the Los Angeles

County Superior Court, once again as a B&P Section 17200 class, and defined as "all inside
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telephone sales agents, telemarketers and/or sales representatives selling subscriptions to
Investor's Business Daly [sic] employed by Defendants within the State of California from
November 20, 1997 up to and including the date of judgment after trial herein, who worked in
excess of 8 hours in a day and/or 40 hours in a week, and did not re received [sic] overtime
compensation at the rate of 1.5 times their regular rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of 8
hours in a day and/or 40 hours in a week, and/or did not receive 2 times their regular rate of pay
for all hours worked in excess of 12 hours in anyone day" (the "Commission/Overtime Class");

WHEREAS, on or about June 4, 2007, the PLAINTIFF CLASSES voluntarily dismissed
DAI and WOC from this action pursuant to the parties' Stipulation;

WHEREAS, on or about May 15,2007, a separate claim and related action by LANE for
wrongful termination, Lane v. Investor's Business Daily, et ai, Los Angeles County Superior
Court Case No. BC274964, was settled and resolved in its entirety;

WHEREAS, on or about March 27, 2013, the Harris individual wrongful termination
cause of action was settled and resolved in its entirety;

WHEREAS, on or about January 27, 2008, by stipulation of the parties, the case was
transferred for trial to Department 30, to be heard by Judge John Kronstadt, and by further
stipulation entered at the same time, the individual claim for wrongful termination by HARRlS
stated in the SAC was bifurcated from the pending action and the SAC and reserved separately
for trial to a jury, while a jury was waived as to all other causes of action, which were to be tried
to the Court, in advance of any trial of the Harris individual claim, in a phased, serial fashion,
with the expectation and objective that the trial of certain issues might potentially obviate the
necessity for trial of other issues and so efficiently conclude the class litigation;

WHEREAS, the fIrst phase of trial, respecting Plaintiffs' Fifth Cause of Action and
Plaintiffs' Chargeback Class for alleged violation of Labor Code Section 221 prohibiting the
taking of wages earned, commenced on March 8, 2010, and following objections by the
PLAINTIFF CLASS to the Court's August 4,2010 Proposed Statement of Decision determining
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in favor of the IBD PARTIES that amounts paid to Plaintiffs were not earned and vested wages,
but instead were "advances" subject to specific conditions precedent and legitimately charged
back to Plaintiffs in the event those conditions were not met, the Court entered its final Statement
of Decision on February 3, 2011 and dismissed Plaintiffs' Labor Code Section 221 claims, which
were the PLAINTIFF CLASS' predicate for the Section 17200 cause of action and for the
CHARGEBACK CLASS;

WHEREAS, on March 28, 2011, the Court determined that the next issue to be tried
would be Plaintiffs' allegation of unconscionability respecting the chargeback provisions of the
compensation agreement under which the PLAINTIFF CLASS were paid and rejected
contentions of the PLAINTIFF CLASS that an unjust enrichment cause of action remained to be
tried (ruling there was no "unjust enrichment" cause of action under California law);

WHEREAS, prior to trial of the unconscionability issue, the pending ACTION was
reassigned on June 17, 2011 to Department 39 and Judge Michael Solner for all further
proceedings, and the next phase of trial;

WHEREAS, the unconscionability trial phase thereafter began on October 11, 2011
before Judge Solner and upon the PLAINTIFF CLASS' having rested the presentation of their
case and evidence on this issue, Defendants made oral motion for judgment regarding the
unconscionability trial phase, which motion the COURT granted on October 20,2011;

WHEREAS, on or about January 13, 2012, the Court filed its proposed Statement of
Decision respecting the unconscionability trial phase and thereafter, on March 7, 2012, after
briefing and oral argument, Judge Solner denied Plaintiffs' objections to the Statement of
Decision, and thereupon entered on that date in the record said Statement as the COURT's final
Statement of Decision re Unconscionability;
WHEREAS,

upon entry of the Statement of Decision re Unconscionability,

PLAINTIFFS Chargeback claims and the CHARGEBACK CLASS portion and aspects of this
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ACTION were resolved in the IBD PARTIES' favor subject to entry of final judgment at the
conclusion of all trial phases;

WHEREAS,

Motion re In

on April 25, 2012, the COURT granted the IBD PARTIES'

Limine Ruling and Effects of Intervening New Case Law, and based on Areso v. Carmax, Inc.
(2011) 195 Cal. AppAth 996 (the "Areso Motion") modified and amended an August 20,2009 in

limine ruling in this action to provide that evidence at trial respecting whether compensation paid
to the PLAINTIFF

CLASS was a commission in accord with the definition of Labor Code

Section 204.1 shall be admissible

to show both (or either) that compensation

paid to the

PLAINTIFF CLASS was based on a percentage of the price of the product sold and/or to show
that compensation paid to the PLAINTIFF CLASS was based proportionately
(number or quantity/volume)
(the

on the amount

of product(s) sold by the PLAINTIFFS and PLAINTIFF CLASS

"4/25/12 Areso Order");
WHEREAS,

effective May 1,2012, this ACTION was reassigned from Department 39

to Department 17 and Judge Richard Rico of the COURT, as part ofa COURT restructuring;

WHEREAS,

on May 14, 2012, the PLAINTIFF CLASS filed a Petition for Writ of

Mandamus and/or Prohibition

or Other Appropriate Relief respecting

the COURT's

4/25/12

Areso Order and ruling on the Areso Motion, and while said writ was pending, the COURT set
the next phase of trial for January 29,2013;

WHEREAS,

on November

14, 2012 the PLAINTIFF

CLASS'

May 14, 2012 writ

petition was summarily denied by the California Court of Appeal for failure to demonstrate
entitlement to extraordinary

relief'

and the next phase of trial was set to commenced

as

scheduled on January 29,2013;

WHEREAS,

after consideration of the facts and applicable developments

PLAINTIFF CLASSES, acting by the PLAINTIFF CLASS REPRESENTATIVES

in the law, the
and CLASS

COUNSEL have concluded that it would be in the best interest of the PLAINTIFF CLASSES to
enter into the SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT in order to avoid the uncertainties of litigation and
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based on a consideration of numerous risk of continued litigation and other factors, including but
not limited to the following:
A. The expense and length of time necessary to prosecute the ACTION through the
remaining phases of trial;
B. The uncertainty of outcome at trial and the certainty of an appeal by one or both sides
following trial;
C. The possibility that class certification could be further challenged and decertification
sought and awarded and/or that class certification could be reversed on appeal;
D. The existing determinations dismissing the class claims regarding chargebacks and
the pendency of judgment against and as to the CHARGEBACK CLASS;
E. The potential exposure of HARRIS, O'CONNOR, SANDERCOCKt LANE and BEY
to the IBD PARTIES' for payment of attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Labor
Code Section 218.5 and other statutes; and
F. The terms of the AGREEMENT, including but not limited to the RELEASES.

WHEREAS, weighing the above factors, as well as all other risks and uncertainties of
continued litigation and all factors bearing on the merits of settlement, the PLAINTIFF
CLASSES and CLASS COUNSEL are satisfied that the terms and conditions of this
AGREEMENT are fair, reasonable, adequate and in the best interests of the PLAINTIFF
CLASSES and their members;
WHEREAS, any and all liability connected with, related to, arising from or otherwise
asserted by PLAINTIFFS and/or the PLAINTIFF CLASSES and any member of such CLASSES
in connection with, related tOt arising from or with respect to allegations and claims of the
COMPLAINT, the FAC and/or the SAC is expressly denied by the IBD PARTIES and each of
themt and nothing contained in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, which is the product of
ann's-length negotiations with CLASS REPRESENTATIVES and CLASS COUNSEL certified
to represent the PLAINTIFF CLASSES is intended nor shall it be construed nor argued by any
PARTY to represent or constitute an admission of liability by the IBD PARTIES, or any of them,
all such liability being expressly denied;
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WHEREAS, the IBD PARTIES, though expressly disclaim any liability or any
wrongdoing of any kind whatsoever, consider it desirable that this ACTION be resolved upon
the terms and conditions set forth in this AGREEMENT in order to avoid the expense, risk,
uncertainty and interference with ongoing business operations inherent in any litigation and to
put to rest and to obtain its peace, forever, from all CLAIMS, which will be barred by the
RELEASES provided for in this AGREEMENT;

WHEREAS,

this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT represents a compromise and

settlement by the PARTIES, and each of them, individually and collectively, of all claims against
one another which are asserted or may be asserted to constitute claims or contentions made on
behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS, including, but not limited to, those arising out of or connected
with the allegations of the COMPLAINT, the FAC and/or the SAC, and a general release of
known and unknown claims of the PLAINTIFF CLASSES, as provided for herein and all of
which are being settled in recognition of and to avoid further cost, expense, disruption and
uncertainties of litigation related thereto (except as to those claims that have

already been

adjudicated and dismissed by Order of the Court as of the date of this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT);

WHEREAS, this SETTLEMENT is subject to approval by the Court following Notice to
the PLAINTIFF CLASS, the hearing and grant of a Motion for Preliminary Approval and the
granting of Final Approval respecting it, and this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall have no
force or effect unless and until such Preliminary and Final Approvals are obtained, ordered and
entered by the Court, together with Judgment respecting the Chargeback class and those matters
that have heretofore been adjudicated and ordered respecting dismissal of the PLAINTIFF
CLASS claims and causes of action; and
WHEREAS, this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is made for the purpose of finally and
completely settling all contentions, claims, allegations and/or causes of action by the
PLAINTIFFS and/or the PLAINTIFF CLASS as stated in or connected with the COMPLAINT,
the FAC and/or the SAC, on the one hand, and the IBD PARTIES, and all of them, separately and
collectively, on the other hand, as more fully specified and described below, including but not
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limited to, all claims of any kind, known or unknown, which may exist or be claimed to exist by
the PLAINTIFFS and PLAINTIFF CLASS against the D,EFENDANTS which are or could be
encompassed within this action, subject to approval by the Court;
NOW, THEREFORE,

based upon the foregoing Recitals, which are incorporated herein

by this reference and form a material part of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, and upon and
in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions contained in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT, the adequacy and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, and contingent
upon all conditions being satisfied as set forth herein, the PARTIES, and each of them,
individually and as to the CLASS REPRESENTATIVES additionally in their representative
capacities on behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASSES, collectively, agree as follows:

II. DEFINITIONS
A.

For purposes of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT only, the words and terms

expressly defined in this Section or elsewhere in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall have
the meaning ascribed to them in those definitions:
1.

"ACTION" means Los Angeles County Superior Court Case No. BC 269313,

filed on or about March 1,2002, initially captioned Plaintiff Toby Harris, Kevin O'Connor,
Michael Sandercock Alex Lane and Michael Bey, on behalf of themselves, the general public,
and all others similarly situated,

VS.

Investor's Business Daily, Inc, a California Corporation;

Direct Marketing Specialists, Inc., a California Corporation; Data Analysis, Inc.,' and Does 1
through 10, alleging statutory and other damages and, inter alia, seeking injunctive relief arising
from claims for alleged violation of California Labor Code Section 203,221,223,400-410,515,
1194.5 and VCL Section 17200, et seq.; and wrongful termination (as to HARRIS), and
subsequently amended on or about June 4, 2002 to name wac as a defendant party; and
subsequently amended thereafter on or about October 21, 2002 by the FAC, which inter alia,
added allegations and asserted claims of unjust enrichment and unconscionable chargebacks
against the IBD PARTIES, DAI and wac; and subsequently amended thereafter on April 19,
2004 by the SAC, which asserted allegations, inter alia, of violation of California Labor Code
Sections 203,331,223,400-410,515,558,

1194.5, 1197.1,2699 and an additional VCL Section

17200 cause of action purported to be predicated on a "Failure to Pay Federal Overtime," which
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SAC is the operative complaint in this ACTION and as to which trial commenced on March 8,
2011, including the filing and prosecution thereof.
2.

"ADVANCED NOTICE COSTS" shall have the meaning set forth in Section

I1I.B.2. of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and refers to the reasonable costs and expenses
agreed upon and actually expended in providing and otherwise publishing SETTLEMENT
CLASS NOTICE, including preparing, printing, mailing, disseminating, and publishing said
SETTLEMENT CLASS NOTICE.
3.

"AGREEMENT,"

"SETTLEMENT," OR "SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT"

means this document, including any exhibits attached to it
4.

"CHARGEBACK CLASS CLAIMS" means and includes all claims and causes of

action, however called or denominated in the ACTION related to or by which PLAINTIFFS
and/or the PLAINTIFF CLASSES contend or have contended against the propriety, legality and
legitimacy, fairness and/or conscionability of chargeback practices of the IBD PARTIES at any
time prior to the EFFECTIVE DATE of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
5.

"CLAIMS," or "CAUSES OF ACTION" means the claims and causes of action

set forth in, arising from, in connection with or related to the ACTION, including the filing and
prosecution thereof, and refers to and includes all present and past claims, counterclaims, crossclaims, causes of action, rights of action, rights of appeal, demands, charges, losses or damages of
any kind, rights of offset, obligations, debts, damages, sums of money, actions, rights, losses and
expenses (including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, expert fees and costs), obligations and
liabilities of any character, nature or kind, whether based in law or in equity, whether based on
contract, tort, statutory or other legal or equitable theory of recovery, whether now known or
unknown, suspected or unsuspected, conditional or contingent, existing, claimed to exist or which
can ever hereinafter exist and which arise or which could be claimed to arise out of or in
connection with, or be related in any way to, any errors, omissions, facts, events or matters
occurring or existing at any time up through the EFFECTIVE DATE set forth in, arising from, in
connection with, or related to any of the matters, issues, allegations and/or CLAIMS raised in the
ACTION, except for the wrongful termination claim of Toby Harris, which is specifically
excluded from this definition, .
6.

"CLASS COUNSEL" means the Law Offices of Eric M. Epstein, a Professional

Corporation; Eric M. Epstein, Esq.; the Thierman Law Firm; and Mark R. Thierman, Esq..
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7.

"CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE" means the notice, in a form agreed upon by

the PARTIES and approved by the COURT, that will be provided to the PLAINTIFF CLASS
MEMBERS by SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR advising of the pendency of
SETTLEMENT and the request that the COURT issue and enter a FINAL APPROVAL ORDER
to the SETTLEMENT at a FINAL APPROVAL HEARING and enter JUDGMENT as provided
in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
8.

"CLASS REPRESENTATIVES" means Plaintiffs HARRIS, O'CONNOR,

SANDERCOCK, LANE and BEY.
9.

"COURT" or "LOS ANGELES COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT" means the Los

Angeles County Superior Court-eentral

or Central Civil West, regardless of specific

Department.

10.

"EFFECTIVE DATE" means and shall be the date of FINAL APPROVAL.

11.

"FINAL APPROVAL" means the last date on which all of the following have

occurred:
a.

The COURT has issued the FINAL APPROVAL ORDER approving the

SETTLEMENT in a manner and on the terms consistent with the terms and intent of this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
b.

The COURT has entered a JUDGMENT flllally approving the

SETTLEMENT of this ACTION in a manner and on the terms, including without limitation the
terms respecting previously adjudicated matters and the orders dismissing the CHARGEBACK
CLASS CLAIMS, and consistent with the terms and intent of this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT.
c.

Either (i) sixty (60) days have passed after service of a ~otice of Entry of

JUDGMENT or a file-stamped copy of the JUDGMENT showing date of service of the
COURT's JUDGMENT finally approving the SETTLEMENT of the ACTION, and within such
time no appeal is taken from the JUDGMENT or any part of it, or (ii) appeal is taken and all
appellate remedies are exhausted and the COURT's JUDGMENT is upheld, or not altered in a
manner that is substantially inconsistent with the JUDGMENT.
12.

"FINAL APPROVAL HEARING" means the hearing at or after which the

COURT will determine whether to finally approve the SETTLEMENT as fair, reasonable and
adequate under applicable California law.
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13.

"FINAL APPROVAL ORDERHmeans the Final Approval Order to be submitted

to and entered by the Court in connection with the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING, the proposed
form of which is to be agreed upon by the PARTIES and lodged with the COURT in connection
with the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING.
14.

"JUDGMENTHmeans and refers to the JUDGMENT of the COURT to be entered

in this ACTION finally approving the SETTLEMENT of this ACTION in a manner and on the
terms, including without limitation JUDGMENT for the IBD PARTIES respecting previously
adjudicated CLAIMS and dismissing the CHARGEBACK CLASS CLAIMS, contained in and
consistent with this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
15.

"PLAINTIFF(S) CLASS(ES)" and "PLAINTIFF(S) CLASS(ES) MEMBER(S)

means and refers to the member(s) of the CHARGEBACK CLASS of "all sales representatives
who were "charged back" commission[s] paid in [alleged] violation of California Labor Code ~~
221 and 400-410," certified as a Business & Professions Code ('~B&P") Section 17200 class
pursuant to (and/or implicating) PLAINTIFFS' Second through Fifth and Seventh CAUSES OF
ACTION on September 19,2003 and dismissed pursuant to and in accord with the February 3,
2011 Statement of Decision of Judge John Kronstadt and the March 7, 2012 Statement of
Decision re Unconscionability of Judge Michael Solner, and/or the COMMISSION/OVERTIME
CLASS certified as a B&P Section 17200 class pursuant to (and/or implicating) PLAINTIFFS'
First, Fourth, Fifth, Seventh and Eighth CAUSES OF ACTION on July 9,2007, of "all inside
telephone sales agents, telemarketers and/or sales representatives selling subscriptions to
Investor's Business Daly [sic] employed by Defendants [IBD PARTIES] within the State of
California from November 20, 1997 up to and including the date of [JUDGMENT in the
ACTION], who worked in excess of 8 hours in a day and/or 40 hours in a week, and did not
received [sic] overtime compensation at the rate of 1.5 times their regular rate of pay for all hours
worked in excess of 8 hours in a day and/or 40 hours in a week, and/or did not receive 2 times
their regular rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of 12 hours in anyone day."
16.

"PRELIMINARY APPROVAL HEARING" means the hearing at or after which

the COURT will determine whether to preliminarily approve the SETTLEMENT as fair,
reasonable, and adequate under applicable California law and pursuant to which the COURT
issues and enters the PRELIMINARY APPROVAL ORDER.
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17.

"PRELIMINARY

APPROVAL ORDER" means the Order to be submitted to and

entered by the COURT in connection with the PRELIMINARY

APPROVAL

HEARING, the

proposed fonn of which is to be agreed upon by the PARTIES and lodged with the COURT in
connection

with the PRELIMINARY

APPROVAL

HEARING,

and pursuant

to which the

COURT approves the timing, content and manner of the CLASS SETTLEMENT
preliminarily approves the SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT,

NOTICE,

and enjoins the commencement

or

continued pursuit of any RELEASED CLAIMS against any RELEASED PARTIES.

18.

"RELEASED

other matters released

CLAIMS"

as stated and provided for in provision

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

19.

means the CLAIMS, CAUSES

"RELEASED

OF ACTION and all

IV. Sections

regarding RELEASES.
PARTIES"

means the individuals

and entities released in and

pursuant to provision IV. Sections 1 - 14 of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT,
the INDIVIDUAL

1 - 14 of this

PLAINTIFF

RELEASEES,

and specifically

PLAINTIFF CLASS RELEASEES

and the IBD

RELEASEES.
20.

"SETTLEMENT

COSTS"

means exclusively

the costs associated

with and

arising from the performance of the duties of the SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR.
21.

"SETTLEMENT

Class Action Settlement

NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR"

Administration,

means and refers to Simpluris

subject to approval by the COURT,

responsible for providing the CLASS SETTLEMENT

which shall be

NOTICE to the PLAINTIFF

CLASSES

and such other duties as are set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
B.

Capitalized

tenns used in this SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT

above shall have the meanings ascribed to them in this SETTLEMENT

but not defined

AGREEMENT.

III. SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
A.

EXECUTION OF THE AGREEMENT.

The PARTIES, specifically including the named PLAINTIFFS,
class representatives
this

SETTLEMENT

both individually and as

on behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASSES, and each of them, shall execute
AGREEMENT

prior

to

seeking

SETTLEMENT by the COURT.
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Preliminary

Approval

of

the

B.

PRELIMINARY APPROVAL.

1.

Not later than April 22, 2013, or any subsequent deadline agreed upon by the

PARTIES and/or approved or directed by the COURT, the PARTIES shall jointly move and
petition the COURT for an order that shall specifically include provisions for (a) preliminarily
approval of the SETTLEMENT

memorialized in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

as fair,

reasonable and adequate; (b) the setting of a date for a FINAL APPROVAL HEARING; (c)
approval of the proposed

CLASS SETTLEMENT

NOTICE

and author~zation

for

its

dissemination; (d) the setting of deadlines consistent with this AGREEMENT for the mailing of
the CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE, opting out of or objecting to the SETTLEMENT,

and

filing papers in connection with the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING; (e) and approval of the
appointment of a SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR.
2.

. Subject to the COURT'S

entry of a PRELIMINARY

APPROVAL

ORDER,

within ten (10) business days after entry of the PRELIMINARY APPROVAL ORDER, the IBD
PARTIES shall advance and provide to the SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR

the

ADVANCED NOTICE COSTS to be negotiated with and charged by the SETTLEMENT
NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR

and consisting of the amounts necessary to pay for the cost of

providing the CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE and such other duties as are specified in this
SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT

to

be

performed

by

the

SETTLEMENT

NOTICE

ADMINISTRATOR.
C.

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT TO THE CLASS.

1.

The SETTLEMENT

provide

timely

notice

of the

CLASS ADMINISTRATOR,
SETTLEMENT

as specified herein, shall

and PRELIMINARY

APPROVAL

OF

SETTLEMENT and of the hearing for FINAL APPROVAL in the following manner and form,
subject to approval by the COURT. Subject to receiving preliminary approval of the COURT to
the SETTLEMENT proposed for that purpose, the IBD PARTIES will assume the cost of the
SETTLEMENT CLASS ADMINISTRATOR

for the purposes set forth in this SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT.
2.

The CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE shall advise all PLAINTIFFS CLASSES

MEMBERS of their rights, including the right to opt-out from or object to this AGREEMENT
and the applicable procedures for doing so and the need to strictly comply with such procedures;
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shall provide instructions for contacting CLASS COUNSEL and the SETTLEMENT NOTICE
ADMINISTRATOR as necessary; shall provide the date, time and location of the FINAL
APPROVAL HEARING; and shall contain other information as is agreed upon by the PARTIES.
3.

The SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR shall provide the aforesaid

CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE by mailing a copy of the CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE,
substantially in the form to be agreed upon by the Parties to the PLAINTIFF CLASSES
members. Such CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE will be sent, via direct mail, to the most recent
mailing adqress of such individuals, as reflected in reasonably available computerized records of
the IBD PARTIES. Unless adjusted by an order of the COURT, the SETTLEMENT NOTICE
ADMINISTRATOR shall mail such CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE no later than five (5)
business days after entry of the PRELIMINARY APPROVAL ORDER and mailing shall be
completed no later than ten (10) business days after entry of the PRELIMINARY APPROVAL
ORDER. Skip tracing shall be performed by the SETTLEMENT CLASS ADMINISTRATOR for
all retwned mail.

If the date, time or place of the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING is

subsequently modified by the COURT, no further notice is required to be published or mailed to
the

PLAINTIFF

CLASSES

members,

except

that,

the

SETTLEMENT

CLASS

ADMINISTRATOR will notify in writing any PLAINTIFF CLASSES member who has objected
as provided and in accord with section III. F.1. - 2. of this AGREEMENT of any modifications to
the date, time or place of the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING.
4.

Further, and also no later than five (5) business days after entry of the

PRELIMINARY APPROVAL ORDER, the SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR shall
make available by a posting on its website for access to the PLAINTIFFS CLASSES, a full and
complete copy of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
5.

Prior to the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING, the SETTLEMENT NOTICE

ADMINISTRATOR shall serve and file a sworn statement evidencing compliance with the
provisions for the PRELIMINARY APPROVAL ORDER concerning the mailing of the CLASS
SETTLEMENT NOTICE and other notice provisions.
6.

The SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR shall administer and perform

its duties subject to the jurisdiction of the COURT, and shall agree to do so and to act pursuant to
the terms of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. CLASS COUNSEL and counsel for the IBD
PARTIES shall have no responsibility or liability for the administrations of the SETTLEMENT
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nor liability in connection with, as a result of, or arising out of such administration and acts by the
SETTLEMENTNOTICE ADMINISTRATOR.

D.

OPT-OUT RIGHTS.

I.

The CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE shall permit PLAINTIFF CLASSES

members to exclude themselves from the SETTLEMENT and not be bound by this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, if, within. such time as is provided for in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT and contained in the CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE, the PLAINTIFF CLASS
MEMBER mails a notice of intention to opt out or request for exclusion (in no particular fonnat,
but which contains the words "opt out," "exclusion" or words to that effect clearly indicating an
intent not to participate in the SETTLEMENT,

and sets forth the PLAINTIFF CLASS

MEMBER's name, address, and telephone number[s]) to the SETTLEMENT NOTICE
ADMINISTRATOR.

The PARTIES shall confer as to whether a communication from a

PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER is a request to opt out and shall inform the COURT of their
position at the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING. In no event shall any notice in which a person
purports to opt out of the SETTLEMENT on behalf of another PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER
be considered a valid opt out. Further, individuals are not permitted to exclude other individuals,
and if there is a group of opt outs intending to signify that each of them opt out by a single notice,
then each such individual PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER within that purported group must
individually evidence his or her intent to opt out by complying with the procedures set forth in the
CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE for that purpose.

Any opt out or request for exclusion

submitted by a PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER on behalf of a group, aggregate or "class" shall
be deemed valid only as to that individual PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER who signs and
submits it in accord with these provisions of the AGREEMENT, and shall be invalid as to any
purported group, aggregate or "class" or other purported PLAINTIFF CLASSES member(s).
2.

A thirty (30) calendar day period for opting out of the SETTLEMENT,

commencing on the date of the provision of the CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE by mail to the
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER(s) by the SETTLEMENT CLASS ADMINISTRATOR, is
provided (the "OPT-OUT PERIOD") under this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. Except as to
those who timely opt out of the SETTLEMENT within the OPT-OUT PERIOD, all CLAIMS of
every kind and nature connected with this ACTION and released by its terms are subject to and
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shall be dismissed with prejudice and barred, and such dismissal is and shall be binding on the
PLAINTIFF CLASSES and all of their members who have not acted as stated herein within the
OPT-OUT PERIOD to opt-out and exclude himlherselffrom the SETTLEMENT.
3.

Unless the COURT directs otherwise, the CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE shall

provide that requests by any PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER to opt out of the SETTLEMENT
must be mailed to the SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR, postmarked by no later
than May 31, 2013 and within thirty (30) days after the mailing of the CLASS SETTLEMENT
NOTICE, or the opportunity for an opt out by that PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER will be
forever barred.
4.

The SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR must send both to CLASS

COUNSEL and to counsel for the IBD PARTIES copies of an any and all opt out(s) received
within five (5) days of such receipt, and all opt outs must be provided to CLASS COUNSEL and
counsel for the IBD PARTIES by this means no later than June 5, 2013. The PARTIES, or any
of them, may dispute in writing the validity of any purported opt out either within 30 days of
receipt from the SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR of the identification of the
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER who has purported to opt out, or the calendar date, not a
weekend or holiday, which is three (3) days prior to the date of the FINAL APPROVAL
HEARING, whichever occurs first. In the event of a dispute between the PARTIES as to the
validity of an opt-out, the COURT shall resolve such dispute(s) at the time of the FINAL
APPROVAL HEARING. Any decision by a PARTY not to dispute an opt out or purported opt
out shall not be a waiver, determination, or preclusive finding as to the truth of facts respecting
that issue or any subsequent claim in any proceeding other than the ACTION with respect to any
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER.
5.

Further, the SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR shall send to CLASS

COUNSEL and to counsel for the IBD PARTIES both by electronic mail and regular U.S. mail
delivery, written notice that the OPT-OUT TERMINATION THRESHOLD NUMBER (sixtyone [61] opt outs), as hereafter defined, has been reached, in the event such event occurs.
6.

Notwithstanding the foregoing or any other provision of this SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT, all rulings and orders as to the matters that have been adjudicated in the COURT
in this ACTION are fmal and binding on the PLAINTIFF CLASSES and all of their members,
and no PLAINTIFF CLASSES MEMBER(s) shall have the power or election to "opt-out" with
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respect to such adjudicated rulings and orders as have been rendered and entered in this COURT
prior to the approval of this SETTLEMENT against or as to the PLAINTIFF CLASS(ES) and
their members.

E.

OPT-OUT TERMINATION.

1.

The named PLAINTIFFS/CLASS REPRESENTATIVES shall have no power to

elect to opt out of the SETTLEMENT in any respect for any purpose, including without
limitation for the purpose of preserving any CLAIM(s) nor any right(s) to appeal or to further
litigate and CLAIMS or any aspect of the ACTION individually, but to the contrary agreed to and
are bound to the terms of this SETTLEMENT, including the dismissal of any and all such
CLAIMS as may be contended to exist or be available to them as against the IBD RELEASEES.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the mutual general releases of all claims shall specifically except
the individual claim of HARRIS for wrongful termination, which is being separately settled and
released, independent of the class settlement.
2.

The terms set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT will be null and void, at

the IBD PARTIES' option, if more than sixty (60) PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBERS opt out of
the SETTLEMENT (the "OPT-OUT TERMINATION THRESHOLD NUMBER"), regardless of
the specific PLAINTIFF CLASS in which they assert membership.

In this regard, those

individuals who previously opted out of the COMMISSION OVERTIME CLASS at the time
notice of class certification respecting the COMMISSION OVERTIME CLASS was provided,
will not count in the determination of the number of opt outs to the CLASS SETTLEMENT
NOTICE fixed here. If the IBD PARTIES elect to exercise the Opt-Out Termination,.they agree
to so inform CLASS COUNSEL within five (5) business days of receipt of written notice from
the SETTLEMENT CLASS

ADMINISTRATOR that the OPT-OUT

TERMINATION

THRESHOLD NUMBER (sixty-one [61] opt outs) has been reached.
3.

Any and all individual claims by PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBERS electing to opt

out of the SETTLEMENT with respect to the CLAIMS being settled by this AGREEMENT must
be brought and maintained exclusively in the LOS ANGELES COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT,
consistent with the continuing jurisdiction of that COURT.
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F.

OBJECTIONS TO THE SETTLEMENT.

1.

Any

PLAINTIFF

CLASS

MEMBER,

other

than

the

CLASS

REPRESENTATIVES, who has not previously opted out in accord with the terms of this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT may appear at the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING to object to
the proposed SETTLEMENT and/or to the application for FINAL APPROVAL, but only if such
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER has first filed a written objection with the Clerk of the Court in
accord with the requirements set forth in section IILF.2. below by the calendar date, not a
weekend or holiday, which is fourteen (14) days prior to the date of the FINAL APPROVAL
HEARING, unless the COURT orders otherwise. Any PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER who does
not provide a written objection in the manner described in this provision shall be deemed to have
waived any objection and shall forever be foreclosed from making any objection to the fairness,
reasonableness, or adequacy of the proposed SETTLEMENT. Further any PLAINTIFF CLASS
MEMBER who intends to appear at the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING must file with the Clerk
of the COURT and on that date serve on CLASS COUNSEL and counsel for the IBD PARTIES,
by U.S. Mail, a "Notice of Intention to Appear" signifying that intention.
2.

In order to be considered valid a written objection must (a) attach documents

establishing, or provide information sufficient to allow the Parties to confirm, that the objector is
a member of one or both of the PLAINTIFFS CLASSES; (b) include a detailed statement of the
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER's specific objections; (c) state the ground for such objection(s)
(d) identify all documents which such objector desires the Court to consider; and (e) if the
objector is represented by counsel concerning the objection, the name of such counsel. If a
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER hires an attorney to represent him or her at the FINAL
APPROVAL HEARING or otherwise with respect to the SETTLEMENT, he or she must do so at
his or her own expense. Further, no PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER represented by an attorney
with respect to making objection to the SETTLEMENT in connection with the FINAL
APPROVAL HEARING shall be deemed to have objected unless an objection signed by the
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER also is filed in accordance with the provisions of this
AGREEMENT. The written objection required to be filed by a PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER
who objects to the SEITLEMENT must also be mailed to each of the following, postmarked no
later than the same deadline for filing an objection with the Clerk of the COURT:
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William H. Lancaster, Esq.
Damon C. Anastasia, Esq.
Lancaster & Anastasia, LLP
350 South Grand Ave., Suite 2360
Los Angeles, CA 90071-3425

Simpluris Class Action Settlement
Administration
3176 Pullman Street, Suite 123
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Eric M. Epstein, Esq.
Law Offices of Eric M. Epstein, APC
190I Avenue of the Stars, # 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90067
3.

CLASS COUNSEL and counsel for the IBD PARTIES shall each have the right to

respond to any objection no later than five (5) calendar days prior to the FINAL APPROVAL
HEARING. Such response shall be filed with the COURT and a copy served by regular mail, or
other means as may be arranged on the objecting PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER (or counsel for
such objector) and to other counsel of record for the PARTIES.

G. FINAL APPROVAL.
1.

Following the provision of the CLASS SETTLEMENT NOTICE and before the

expiration of the Opt out and Objection Period, the PARTIES jointly shall promptly move the
COURT for an order substantially in a form agreed upon by the PARTIES, which shall
specifically include provisions that (a) finally approves the SETTLEMENT as fair, reasonable,
and adequate, and finds that this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is entered into in good faith and
is in the best interests of the PLAINTIFF CLASSES members; (b) finds that the CLASS
SETTLEMENT NOTICE as given was the best notice practical under the circumstances and fully
satisfies the requirements of due process; (c) approves the SETTLEMENT and finally certifies
and confirms that the CLASS REPRESENTATIVES and PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBERS,
except those who have timely and validly requested exclusion from and opted out of the
SETTLEMENT as provided for herein have released all RELEASED CLAIMS and are
permanently barred and enjoined from asserting commencing, prosecuting or continuing any
action or proceeding as to the RELEASED CLAIMS against the IBD RELEASEES; (d) decrees
that neither the FINAL APPROVAL nor this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT constitutes an
admission of liability, fault or wrongdoing; enters JUDGMENT for the IBD PARTIES as to those
CLAIMS that have been adjudicated previously in the ACTION and otherwise dismisses the
ACTION and all of its remaining CLAIMS with prejudice, and without costs to any PARTY,
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except as may be expressly provided in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; (e) preserves the
COURT's continuing and exclusive jurisdiction over the PARTIES, including the PLAINTIFF
CLASS MEMBERS

to administer, supervise, construe and enforce the terms of the

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, but without affecting the finality of the FINAL APPROVAL;
and (f) makes such orders as are necessary and appropriate to effectuate the terms and condition
of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
2.

At the FINAL APPROVAL HEARING, the PARTIES shall present sufficient

evidence to support the entry of the FINALAPPROV AL ORDER and shall present such
evidence as they deem appropriate to support the entry of JUDGMENT as provided for in this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.

At that time, the COURT shall consider the fairness,

reasonableness and adequacy of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, review any objections to
this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, and consider and rule on the PARTIES' joint petition and
request for FINAL APPROVAL.
3.

Upon, and in the event of, FINAL APPROVAL of this SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT and entry of final JUDGMENT and Order of Dismissal, as set forth above at
F.1., the ACTION shall be dismissed on the merits and with prejudice, and the ACTION in its
entirety, and as to all of its CAUSES OF ACTION, shall be finally and fully resolved.

H.

CONDITIONS TO EFFECTIVENESS OF AGREEMENT.

1.

In addition to other conditions to the SETTLEMENT becoming effective and

binding, as stated in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, it is fully agreed and understood that
unless and until the SETTLEMENT and all of its terms and conditions are agreed to by the
COURT and FINAL APPROVAL is given by the COURT with respect to all of its terms and
conditions, after approved notice to the PLAINTIFF CLASSES members and opportunity to optout and to oppose have been provided; and JUDGMENT has been entered providing that all
CLAIMS are dismissed as against the ffiD PARTIES; and all CLAIMS are released as provided
for herein, this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall not be or become effective, but shall be void
and of no effect whatsoever, and the ACTION shall continue to trial of the next phase entirely as
if this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT had never been created, executed or entered by any of the
PARTIES.
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2.

Further, if any court rejects or denies approval of any terms or conditions of this

AGREEMENT, makes any order purporting to alter, amend or modify any term or condition of
this AGREEMENT, makes any order purporting to preclude the PARTIES from proceeding in
whole or in part with any of the terms and conditions of this AGREEMENT, then at the option of
any PARTY, this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall not become effective, and all PARTIES
agree that it is of no legal effect and may not be mentioned at trial or in dispositive or class
motions or motion papers (except as necessary to explain the timing of the procedural history).
3.

In the event SETTLEMENT is not approved or is terminated, canceled or fails to

become effective for any reason(s), then the PARTIES shall be deemed to have reverted to their
respective status in the ACTION as of January 18,2013, and shall jointly seek to have the next
phase of trial, as it was scheduled to commence prior to the SETTLEMENT rescheduled as soon
as practicable and set new pre-trial dates with reference to that rescheduled trial date.
4.

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, whether or not consummated, and any

communications exchanged or actions taken pursuant to or during the negotiation, including the
drafting, of this AGREEMENT are for settlement purposes and accordingly, neither the fact of
nor the contents of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, nor documents created in connection
with or based upon and pursuant to it, nor any communications exchanged nor actions taken
pursuant to or during the negotiation, including the drafting, of this AGREEMENT shall
constitute, be construed as, or be admissible in evidence as an admission on concession of the
validity of any argument, contention, CLAIMS asserted or claims to be asserted hereafter or fact
alleged in or with respect to this ACTION or any related actions or any civil or other proceeding
in any court, administrative agency or other tribunal, or of any wrongdoing, fault, violation or
liability of any kind on the part of any PARTY.
5.

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, and all negotiations, correspondence and

communications generated in or with respect to its drafting, discussion and execution shall be
deemed to be within the protection of California Evidence Code Section 1152 and any analogous
state or federal rules or principles, including without limitation, Federal Rule of Evidence 408.
Neither this AGREEMENT nor any terms, conditions, contents or provisions hereof or exhibits
hereto, nor any negotiations, correspondence or communications leading up to the execution of
this AGREEMENT, shall constitute a precedent or be admissible for any purpose in any
proceeding among or between or involving any of the PARTIES for any purpose in any
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r
proceedings; provided, however, that this AGREEMENT shall be admissible in any proceeding
related to the approval of this AGREEMENT, to enforce any of its terms and conditions, to
support or defend this AGREEMENT in an appeal from an order granting or denying FINAL
APPROVAL, or to enforce or asset a claim or defense of res judicata, collateral estoppel, claim
preclusion, issue preclusion, settlement, release, merger and bar, any similar claim or defense
against any PARTY or third-party, and in such action or proceeding and event, the
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and/or the FINAL APPROVAL Order of the COURT andlor
JUDGMENT may be filed and used.
6.

The SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is made without prejudice to the rights of the

IBD PARTIES to (1) appeal class certification in this ACTION should this AGREEMENT not be
finally approved or implemented; (2) oppose class certification in any other putative or certified
class action should such actions or litigation arise; or use the certification of the PLAINTIFF
CLASSES to oppose certification of any other proposed or existing class arising from of or
related to the RELEASED CLAIMS should such actions or litigation arise.

IV.

RELEASES

Upon FINAL APPROVAL in consideration of the promises and covenants provided for in
this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and subject to its other tenus, the PARTIES, individually
and, as applicable, in their representative capacities, provide the following RELEASES:

Section 1:

(a) The PLAINTIFFS specifically meaning HARRIS, O'CONNOR,

SANDERCOCK, LANE and BEY individually, and each of their respective spouses, children,
executors, representatives, guardians, wards, heirs, estates, bankruptcy estates, bankruptcy
trustees, successors, predecessors, agents and assigns who claim through them or who assert
claims of any kind or nature, or could assert claims of any kind or nature, on their behalf, for
himselflherself and hislher agents, affiliate person(s) or entity(ies), insurers, partners (of any
type), family members, any person/entity who holds a power of attorney (of any kind) given by
himlher, joint venturers, alter egos, dba's, employers, employees, representatives, attorneys,
affiliates, administrators, principals, shareholders, representatives, businesses or companies,
assigns, heirs, executors, trusts, trustors, trustees, beneficiaries, and any other individual person
and/or entity who may take any interest whatsoever in the matter herein (the "INDIVIDUAL
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PLAINTIFF RELEASORS"), hereby fully and forever release, acquit and discharge the IBD
PARTIES, DAI and WOC, and each of them, individually and collectively, and any and all of
their respective agents, affiliate person(s) or entity(ies), insurers, partners (of any type), family
members, any person/entity who holds a power of attorney (of any kind) given by them
(individually and/or collectively), joint venturers, alter egos, dba's, predecessors-in-interest,
successors-in-interest, employers, employees, past and present owners, officers, directors,
managing directors, agents, employees, attorneys, parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates,
administrators, principals, shareholders, representatives, businesses or companies, assigns, heirs,
executors, trusts, trustors, trustees, beneficiaries, and all others claiming any interest in the
matters settled and released by this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (the "IBD RELEASEES"),
from all present and past claims, counterclaims, cross-claims, causes of action, rights of action,
rights of appeal, demands, charges, losses or damages of any kind, rights of offset, obligations,
debts, damages, sums of money, actions, rights, losses and expenses (including, but not limited
to, attorneys' fees, expert fees and costs), obligations and liabilities of any character, nature or
kind, whether based in law or in equity, whether based on contract, tort, statutory or other legal or
equitable theory of recovery, whether now known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected,
conditional or contingent, existing, claimed to exist or which can ever hereinafter exist and which
arise or which could be claimed to arise out of or in connection with, or be related in any way to,
any errors, omissions, facts, events or matters occurring or existing at any time up through the
EFFECTIVE DATE~ Except as otherwise stated in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, the
release provided by this Section l(a) extends to and includes all CLAIMS or CAUSES OF
ACTION (as defined in II. A. 5. above) and all claims of any kind or nature, whether known or
unknown, suspected or unsuspected, which the INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASORS now
own or hold or at any time have owned or held or may have contended for, raised and/or asserted
up to through the EFFECTIVE DATE against the IBD RELEASEES, and each of them,
individually and collectively .. Anything to the contrary notwithstanding, the release contained
herein shall not extend to the Sixth Cause of Action of the SAC, which is the individual wrongful
termination claim of HARRIS.
(b) The PLAINTIFFS, specifically meaning HARRIS, O'CONNOR, SANDERCOCK,
LANE and BEY in their capacities as class members, CLASS REPRESENTATIVES, and each
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER who has not validly opted out of the SETTLEMENT pursuant to
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and in accord with provision III. D. 1.- 6., and each of their respective spouses, children,
executors, representatives, guardians, wards, heirs, estates, bankruptcy estates, bankruptcy
trustees, successors, predecessors, agents and assigns who claim through them or who assert
claims of any kind or nature, or could assert claims of any kind. or nature, on their behalf, for
himselflherself and his/her agents, affiliate person(s) or entity(ies), insurers, partners (of any
type), family members, any person/entity who holds a power of attorney (of any kind) given by
him/her, joint venturers, alter egos, dba's, employers, employees, representatives, attorneys,
affiliates, administrators, principals, shareholders, representatives, businesses or companies,
assigns, heirs, executors, trusts, trustors, trustees, beneficiaries, and any other individual person
and/or entity who may take any interest whatsoever in the matter herein (the "CLASS
PLAINTIFF RELEASORS"), hereby fully and forever release, acquit and discharge the IBD
PARTIES, DAI and WOC, and each of them, individually and collectively, and any and all of
their respective agents, affiliate person(s) or entity(ies), insurers, partners (of any type), family
members, any person/entity who holds a power of attorney (of any kind) given by them
(individually and/or collectively), joint venturers, alter egos, dba's, predecessors-in-interest,
successors-in-interest, employers, employees, past and present owners, officers, directors,
managing directors, agents, employees, attorneys, parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates,
administrators, principals, shareholders, representatives, businesses or companies, assigns, heirs,
executors, trusts, trustors, trustees, beneficiaries, and all others claiming any interest in the
matters settled and released by this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (as previously defined, the
"IBD RELEASEES"), from all CLAIMS or CAUSES OF ACTION (as defined in II. A. S. above)
occurring or existing at any time up through the EFFECTIVE DATEl Anything to the contrary
notwithstanding, the release contained herein shall not extend to the Sixth Cause of Action of the
SAC, which is the individual wrongful termination claim of HARRIS.

Section 2:

The

INDIVIDUAL

PLAINTIFF

RELEASORS

and

the

CLASS

PLAINTIFF RELEASORS hereby expressly represent, warrant, acknowledge and agree that (1)
they have had a reasonable time within which to consider this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
before executing it; (2) they have carefully read and fully understand all of the provisions of this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; (3) they knowingly and voluntarily agree to all of the terms set
forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; (4) they knowingly and voluntarily intend to be
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legally bound by all of the tenns set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; and (5) they
have been

advised, and hereby are advised in writing, to consider the tenns of this

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and to consult with an attorney(s) of their choice prior to
executing this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.

Section 3:

(a) The IBD PARTIES, and each of them, and each of their respective

representatives, successors, predecessors, agents and assigns who claim through them or who
assert claims of any kind or nature, or could assert claims of any kind or nature, on their behalf,
for themselves and their individual and/or collective agents, affiliate person(s) or entity(ies),
insurers, partners (of any type), any person/entity who holds a power of attorney (of any kind)
given by them (individually and/or collectively), joint venturers, alter egos, dba's, predecessorsin-interest, successors-in-interest, employers, employees, past and present owners, officers,
directors, managing directors, agents, employees, attorneys, parent companies, subsidiaries,
affiliates, administrators, principals, shareholders, representatives, businesses or

companies,

assigns, heirs, executors, trusts, trustors, trustees, beneficiaries, and any other individual person
and/or entity who may take any interest whatsoever in the matter herein (the "IBD
RELEASORS"), hereby fully and forever release, acquit and discharge the INDIVIDUAL
PLAINTIFF RELEASORS, and any and all of their affiliate person(s) or entity(ies), insurers,
partners (of any type), family members, any person/entity who holds a power of attorney (of any
kind) given by him, joint venturers, alter egos, dba's, employers, employees, representatives,
attorneys, affiliates, principals, shareholders, representatives, businesses or companies, assigns,
heirs, executors, administrators, trusts, trustors, trustees, beneficiaries, and all others claiming any
interest in the matters settled and released by this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (the
"INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASEES"), but expressly not including any PLAINTIFF
CLASS MEMBER who validly opts out of the SETTLEMENT pursuant to and in accord with
provision III. D. 1.- 6, , from all present and past claims, counterclaims, cross-claims, causes of
action, rights of action, rights of appeal, demands, losses or damages of any kind, rights of offset,
obligations, debts, damages, sums of money, actions, rights, losses and expenses (including, but
not limited to, attorneys' fees, expert fees and costs), obligations and liabilities of any character,
nature or kind, whether based in law or in equity, whether based on contract, tort, statutory or
other legal or equitable theory of recovery, whether now known or unknown, suspected or
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unsuspected, conditional or contingent, existing, claimed to exist or which can ever hereinafter
exist and which arise or which could be claimed to arise out of or in connection with, or be
related in any way to, any errors, omissions, facts, events or matters occurring or existing at any
time up through the EFFECTIVE DATE. Except as otherwise stated in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT, the release provided by this Section 3 (a) extends to and includes all CLAIMS or
CAUSES OF ACTION (as defined in II. A. 5. above) and all claims of any kind or nature,
whether known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, which the IBD RELEASORS, and each
of them, individually and/or collectively, now own or hold or at any time have owned or held or
may have contended for, raised and/or asserted up through the EFFECTIVE DATE against the
INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASEES, and each of them, individually and collectively.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nor any other provision of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT,
the RELEASES provided do not include and are not applicable with respect to any PLAINTIFF
CLASSES MEMBER(s) who validly opts out of this SETTLEMENT, and further, it is
specifically excepted from and not to be claimed or contended by any of the PLAINTIFF
CLASSES MEMBERS that he/she has been released by this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
from or with respect to any chargebacks imposed or to be imposed against commissions
paid/advanced or to be paid/advanced with regard and pursuant to the IBD PARTIES' chargeback
provisions and practices as maintained at any time during the ACTION, through and including
the EFFECTIVE DATE, such provisions and practices having been vindicated and challenges to
them adjudicated fully in favor of the IBD PARTIES during and in the course of this ACTION by
and through trial of all issues raised and determined by the COURT.
(b)

The IBD PARTIES, and each of them, and each of their respective representatives,

successors, predecessors, agents and assigns who claim through them or who assert claims of any
kind or nature , or could assert claims of any kind or nature, on their behalf, for thel1).selvesand
their individual and/or collective agents, affiliate person(s) or entity(ies), insurers, partners (of
any type), any person/entity who holds a power of attorney (of any kind) given by them
(individually and/or collectively), joint venturers, alter egos, dba's, predecessors-in-interest,
successors-in-interest, employers, employees, past and present owners, officers, directors,
managing directors, agents, employees, attorneys, parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates,
administrators, principals, shareholders, representatives, businesses or companies, assigns, heirs,
executors, trusts, trustors, trustees, beneficiaries, and any other individual person and/or entity
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who may take any interest whatsoever in the matter herein (the "IBD RELEASORS"), hereby
fully and forever release, acquit and discharge the CLASS PLAINTIFF RELEASORS, and any
and all of their affiliate person(s) or entity(ies), insurers, partners (of any type), family members,
any person/entity who holds a power of attorney (of any kind) given by him, joint venturers, alter
egos, dba's, employers, employees, representatives, attorneys, affiliates, principals, shareholders,
representatives, businesses or companies, assigns, heirs, executors, administrators, trusts, trustors,
trustees, beneficiaries, and all others claiming any interest in the matters settled and released by
this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (the "PLAINTIFF CLASS RELEASEES"), from all
CLAIMS or CAUSES OF ACTION (as defined in II. A. 5. above) occurring or existing at any
time up through the EFFECTIVE DATE.

Notwithstanding

the foregoing, nor any other

provision of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, the RELEASES provided do not include and
are not applicable with respect to any PLAINTIFF CLASSES MEMBER(s) who validly opt out
of this SETTLEMENT, and further, it is specifically excepted from and not to be claimed or
contended by any of the PLAINTIFF CLASSES MEMBER(s) that he/she has been released by
this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT from or with respect to any chargebacks imposed or to be
imposed against commissions paid/advanced or to be paid/advanced with regard and pursuant to
the IBD PARTIES' chargeback provisions and practices as maintained at any time during the
ACTION, through and including the EFFECTIVE DATE of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT,
such provisions and practices having been vindicated and challenges to them adjudicated fully in
favor of the IBD PARTIES during and in the course of this ACTION by and through trial of all
issues raised and determined by the COURT.
Section 4:

The IBD PARTIES, and each of them, individually and collectively, and

on behalf of the IBD RELEASORS, hereby expressly represent, warrant, acknowledge and agree
that (1) they have had a reasonable time within which to consider this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT before executing it; (2) they have carefully read and fully understand all of the
provisions of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; (3) they knowingly and voluntarily agree to
all of the terms set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; (4) they knowingly and
voluntarily intend to be legally bound by all of the terms set forth in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT; and (5) they were advised, and hereby are advised in writing, to consider the
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tenns of this SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT and to consult with an attorney(s) of their choice

prior to executing this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.

Section 5:
PLAINTIFF

It is agreed

CLASSES

MEMBER

and understood

that upon

who has not validly

FINAL

and timely

APPROVAL,
opted

each

out of the

SETTLEMENT shall be deemed to release and forever discharge any and all IBD RELEASEES
of and from any liability for or regarding any and all RELEASED

CLAIMS, and shall be

pennanently barred and enjoined from initiating, asserting, and/or prosecuting any RELEASED
CLAIMS against any IBD RELEASEES in any court or forum.

Section 6:

Except as otherwise stated herein, including without limitation IV. Sections

1 and 3, the INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASORS, the CLASS PLAINTIFF RELEASORS,
and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, hereby expressly acknowledge and waive any and all
rights and benefits which any of them would or may have by virtue of Section 1542 of the

California Civil Code and/or any similar law or provision of the United States, any state, territory
and/or jurisdiction with respect to the claims, CLAIMS or CAUSES OF ACTION released by the
respective PARTIES in this SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT.

Section 1542 of the California

Civil Code provides in its entirety:

A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH THE CREDITOR
DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE TIME
OF EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM OR HER MUST HAVE
MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS OR HER SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR.

Section 7:

Except as otherwise stated herein, including without limitation IV. Sections

I and 3, the INDIVIDUAL

PLAINTIFF RELEASORS , the CLASS PLAINTIFF RELEASORS

and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, ,hereby acknowledge, warrant and represent that they
are each familiar with California Civil Code Section 1542, and that the effect and import of that
provision has been fully explained to them by their respective attorneys.
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Section 8:

(a)

Subject

to' the

....

other

provisions

of

_-----_._.

this

SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT, the INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each
of them, hereby acknowledge that there is a risk that subsequent to the execution of this
SEITLEMENT AGREEMENT, they will incur or suffer loss, damages or injuries related to
claims they may have against one another, including, but not limited to, those arising out of the
ACTION, and/or the subject matters thereof as set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT,
but which are unknown and unanticipated at the time this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is
signed. Except as otherwise stated herein, including without limitation IV. Sections 1 and 3,
INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, hereby
acknowledge and voluntarily assume the above.mentioned risks and understand that this
SEITLEMENT AGREEMENT shall apply to all unknown and/or unanticipated claims, losses,
damages and/or injuries relating to or arising from the contentions, allegations, assertions
complaint, cross-complaints and claims of INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the
IBD PARTIES, and each of them, against one another, including, but not limited to, those arising
out of the ACTION, and/or the subject matters thereof as set forth in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT, as well as to those known and/or anticipated, and upon advice of legal counsel,
INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, do hereby
waive any and all rights under the aforesaid California Civil Code Section 1542.
(b)

Subject to the other provisions ofthis SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, the CLASS

PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, hereby acknowledge that
there is a risk that subsequent to the execution of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, they will
incur or suffer loss, damages or injuries related to the CLAIMS arising out of the ACTION,
and/or the subject matters thereof as set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, but which
are unknown and unanticipated at the time this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is signed. Except
as otherwise stated herein, including without limitation IV. Sections 1 and 3, CLASS
PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, hereby acknowledge and
voluntarily assume the above-mentioned risks and understand that this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT shall apply to all unknown and/or unanticipated claims, losses, damages and/or
injuries relating to or arising from the contentions, allegations, assertions complaint, crosscomplaints and claims of the CLASS PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and
each of them, against one another arising out of the ACTION, and/or the subject matters thereof
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as set forth in this SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT, as well as to those known and/or anticipated,

and upon advice of legal counsel, CLASS PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES,
and each of them, do hereby waive any and all rights under the aforesaid California Civil Code
Section 1542.

Section 9:

(a)

Except as otherwise stated herein, including without limitation IV.

Sections 1 and 3, INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each of
them, hereby acknowledge that they fully understand that they may hereafter discover facts in
addition to or different from those which they now know or believe to be true with respect to the
-claims of INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF

RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them,

against any other(s) am~ng them, including, but not limited to, those CLAIMS arising out of the
ACTION and/or the subject matters thereof as set forth in this SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT,

but it is their intention to fully, finally and forever release all claims, obligations and matters
released herein, known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, conditional or contingent, which
exist, which have existed or which may be claimed to exist or have existed between or among
PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, and in furtherance of such
intention, the releases given herein shall be and remain in effect as full and complete releases of
the matters released herein, notwithstanding

the discovery or existence of any such additional or

different facts.
(b)

Except as otherwise stated herein, including without limitation IV. Sections 1 and

3, CLASS PLAINTIFF

RELEASORS,

and the IBD PARTIES,

and each of them,

hereby

acknowledge that they fully understand that they may hereafter discover facts in addition to or
different from those which they now know or believe to be true with respect to the CLAIMS
arising out of the ACTION and/or the subject matters thereof as set forth in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT, but it is their intention to fully, finally and forever release all CLAIMS and the
matters arising from or connected with the CLAIMS and the obligations and matters released
herein, known or unknown,

suspected or unsuspected, conditional or contingent, which exist,

which have existed or which may be claimed to exist or have existed between or among CLASS
PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, and in furtherance of such
intention, the releases given herein shall be and remain in effect as full and complete releases of
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the matters released herein, notwithstanding the discovery or existence of any such additional or
different facts bearing upon the CLAIMS.

Section 10:

Except as otherwise stated herein, including without limitation IV. Sections

I and 3, INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASORS, CLASS PLAINTIFF RELEASORS and the
IBD PARTIES, and each of them, individually and collectively, hereby waive any right he/she/it
may have to seek relief from the dismissals of the ACTION provided for in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT under any applicable provisions of state and/or federal statutory or case law, the

California Code a/Civil Procedure, the Federal Rules a/Civil Procedure, and/or the statutory or
case law of any applicable state, territory and/or jurisdiction.

Section 11:

INDIVIDUAL

PLAINTIFF

RELEASORS,

CLASS

PLAINTIFF

RELEASORS, and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, acknowledge and agree that the
releases contained herein by all PARTIES to this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall be
effective only upon FINAL APPROVAL and when the conditions set forth herein establishing
the EFFECTIVE DATE have been fully accomplished.

Section 12:

PLAINTIFFS, individually and as CLASS REPRESENTATIVES acting

on behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASSES, and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, individually
and collectively, hereby acknowledge and represent that they have received independent legal
advice from attorneys of their own choosing with respect to the advisability of making the
settlement provided for in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, agreeing to the terms contained
herein, and with respect to the advisability of executing this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.

Section 13:

Under no circumstances shall the SETTLEMENT, or the SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT or the RELEASES contained herein be deemed to alter, amend or change the
terms and conditions of any agreement or terms and conditions of employment as to which any
PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBER(s) is/are or was/were a party or subject to as part of hislher
employment with the IBD PARTIES, or to provide a defense to or exemption from application of
those agreements and terms and conditions, or to excuse performance in accord with them;
provided, however, that anything to the contrary notwithstanding, the PLAINTIFF CLASS
MEMBERS are not releasing any claim or other matter that he/she may have that is not related to
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or does not arise from the CLAIMS, and said PLAINTIFF CLASS MEMBERS are
correspondingly not being released from any claim or other matter that is not related to or does
not arise from the CLAIMS.

Section 14:

Anything to the contrary notwithstanding, the RELEASES contained or

referenced in this provision IV, Sections 1-14 shall not extend to the individual wrongful
termination claim of HARRIS (the Sixth Cause of Action of the SAC),

V.

FURTHER TERMS OF AGREEMENT

As further material terms oftheir SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, the PARTIES and each
of them, individually and, as applicable, in their representative capacities, covenant and agree:

Section 1:

There is and shall be no obligation on the part of any of the PARTIES to

pay any other PARTY'S attorney's fees and/or costs. Further and specifically, no attorney's fees
nor costs or expenses in any amount or of any nature (including without limitation expert
consultant or expert witness fees and/or costs) will be sought by, nor awarded by the COURT
and directed to be paid by another PARTY to, PLAINTIFFS CLASS COUNSEL or to counsel
for the IBD PARTIES in or with respect to this ACTION, nor shall costs in any amount or aspect
be sought by, nor awarded by the COURT and directed to be paid by another PARTY to,
PLAINTIFFS CLASS COUNSEL or to counsel for the IBD PARTIES in connection with the
SETTLEMENT or its approval by the COURT. Further, there is and shall be no payment of any
incentive or service award of any kind or description or in any amount to the CLASS
REPRESENTATIVES or any of them arising from the CLAIMS and/or contentions alleged in
the ACTION and resolved by the SETTLEMENT.

Section

2: The

COURT retains jurisdiction to enforce the

SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT under Code of Civil Procedure Section 664.6 and the PARTIES specifically
agree that California choice of law governs and agree further to exclusive jurisdiction of the
COURT to enforce the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
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Section 3:

..

For themselves alone, all PARTIES agree that they will not knowingly

make, solicit or allow to be made on his/its behalf as to the other any personally or professionally
disparaging statement, and any negative or disparaging remarks by him/it will cease completely
and is prohibited immediately against and as to all and any who are or have been involved in
this ACTION, whether witnesses or PARTIES, past or present employees, officers, directors,
agents, representatives, counselor

in any other capacity.

Further, any and all existing

public/publically accessible negative/disparaging statements are to be immediately removed and
withdrawn from public websites, blogs, or any other public media within the control of a given
PARTY by such PARTY.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, or any other provision of this

AGREEMENT, it is not intended that the PARTIES will or do waive the litigation privilege, or
that statements made in any judicial, administrative or governmental proceeding to which the
litigation privilege would apply are subject to this provision.)

Section 4:

PLAINTIFFS, the PLAINTIFF CLASSES and CLASS COUNSEL agree

and adopt as part of the SETTLEMENT and as language to be stated in the Motion for
Preliminary

Approval

and

the

CLASS

SETTLEMENT

NOTICE

the

following

language: "Plaintiffs acknowledge that recent case law has broadened the definition of what
constitutes a commission under California Labor Code Section 204.1 and applicable California
law, and that there is accordingly a substantial risk that the COURT will find that DMSI/IBD's
compensation plan was a valid commission plan throughout the class period."

Section 5:

All CLAIMS of the SAC that have not been certified as CLASS CLAIMS

and are accordingly CLAIMS stated and brought in this ACTION only by the individual
PLAINTIFFS-HARRIS,

O'CONNOR, SANDERCOCK, LANE and BEY-are

acknowledged

to be RELEASED CLAIMS and will be dismissed with prejudice as part of the JUDGMENT,
except the individual wrongful termination claim (the Sixth Cause of Action of the SAC) of
HARRIS.

Section 6:

It is agreed that until the filing of the Preliminary Approval Motion, the

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and its terms, including any term sheet negotiated by the
PARTIES, shall be confidential and shall not be disclosed to any person unless required by
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applicable disclosure laws, required to be disclosed to auditors or attorneys, or agreed to by the
PARTIES.

Notwithstanding this provision, the IBD PARTIES may make such internal

disclosures as, solely within their discretion and for their business purposes, they elect.

VI.

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL PROVISIONS

In addition to the foregoing, the following. material Miscellaneous General Provisions
form part of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and the PARTIES and each of them,
individually and, as applicable, in their representative capacities, covenant and agree:

Miscellaneous General Provision No.1:

The PARTIES, and each of them, hereby

acknowledge that no PARTY or agent or attorney of any PARTY has made a promise,
representation, or warranty whatsoever, express or implied, not contained in this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT to induce any of them to enter into this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. The
PARTIES, and each of them, hereby acknowledge that they have not executed this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT in reliance upon any promise, representation or warranty not
expressly contained herein.

Miscellaneous General Provision No.2:

The PARTIES, and each of them, hereby

acknowledge that this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is an integrated agreement, and that it is
the entire AGREEMENT by, among and between the PARTIES, and each of them, with respect
to the subject hereof and supersedes all prior and/or contemporaneous oral and written
discussions, negotiations and/or agreements respecting the subject matter hereof.

This

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT may be modified or amended only in writing, signed by the
PARTIES, and each of them and applicable to the PLAINTIFF CLASSES.

Miscellaneous General Provision No.3:

No

provisions

of

this

SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT may be waived unless in writing and signed by the PARTY(IES) whose rights are
thereby waived. Wavier of anyone provision of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall not be
deemed to be a waiver of any other provision herein.
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Miscellaneous General Provision No.4:

The PARTIES,. and each of them, hereby

acknowledge and represent that they have fully and carefully read this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT, that they fully understand its contents, and that each is executing this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT as a voluntary act.

Miscellaneous General Provision No.5:

The PARTIES, and each of them, hereby

acknowledge and agree that each shall bear hislher/its own respective attorneys' fees and costs
(including, but not limited to, consultant fees/costs, expert witness fees/costs) incurred in or
arising from this ACTION and with respect to any matter released pursuant to this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.

Miscellaneous General Provision No.6:

The PARTIES, and each of them, hereby

represent and warrant that they have not previously assigned, reassigned or transferred, or
purported to assign, reassign or transfer, in whole or in part, any RELEASED CLAIMS, demand,
action, cause of action or other right released or discharged herein. The PARTIES, and each of
them, hereby agree to indemnify and to hold the other(s) harmless, of, from, and against any and
all rights, claims, demands, damages, debts, liabilities, obligations, accounts, reckonings, costs
(including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys' fees, expert fees and costs), expenses, liens,
actions, or causes of action, related to or otherwise attributable to, any such actual or purported
assignment, reassignment or transfer, whether or not litigation or similar proceeding is
commenced.
Miscellaneous General Provision No.7:

. The PARTIES, and each of them, hereby

represent and warrant that they will do all acts and execute and deliver all documents reasonably
necessary to effect all provis.ions of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.

Miscellaneous General Provision No.8:

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall be

subject to, interpreted and governed by and enforced pursuant to the laws of the State of
California, without regard to conflicts of law.
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Miscellaneous General Provision No.9:

The PARTIES, and each of them,

hereby

submit to and agree that the Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of Los
Angeles shall retain sole and exclusive jurisdictionconceming

any litigation and/or any

proceeding of any kind or nature (e.g., motion, petition, etc.) instituted to interpret or enforce this
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT,

or any term hereof; including, but not limited to, any

proceedings pursuant to California Code o/Civil Procedure 664.6.

Miscellaneous General Provision No. 10: If litigation and/or any proceeding of any
kind or nature (e.g., motion, petition, etc.) is instituted to interpret or enforce this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT,

or any term hereof, then notwithstanding

any other provision

of this

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, the PARTY(IES) prevailing in that litigation or proceeding as
determined by the COURT lawfully hearing that litigation or proceeding, shall be entitled to
recover from the non-prevailing PARTY(IES), in addition to any other relief granted, their
reasonable attorneys' fees, costs and expenses incurred in connection with such proceeding
including, without limitation, expert witness fees incurred therein.

Miscellaneous General Provision No. 11:

The PARTIES, and each of them, hereby

represent and warrant that they have the right, power, legal capacity and authority to enter into
the terms of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, and that no further approval or consent of any
person or entity is necessary to enter into the terms of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.

MisceUaneous General Provision No. 12:

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall be

binding upon and inure to the benefit of the INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFF RELEASEES,
PLAINTIFF CLASS RELEASEES and the IBD RELEASEES, and each of them, and their heirs,
executors, administrators, predecessors, successors and assigns.

Miscellaneous General Provision No. 13:

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT may be

executed in any number of counterparts, and by facsimile or scanned (sent via e-mail) signatures,
each of which shall be deemed to be an original signature, and all of which, together, shall be
deemed to be one and the same original SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
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Miscellaneous General Provision No. 14: This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall be
construed without regard to its drafter, and shaH be construed as though PLAINTIFFS,
PLAINTIFF CLASSES and the lBD PARTIES, and each of them, participated equally in its
drafting.

Miscellaneous General Provision No. 15: If any provIsIon of this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT shall be deemed invalid or unenforceable, that finding shall not affect the
applicability, validity and/or enforceability of any other provision of this SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT. In addition, the waiver, or claimed waiver of any term, or condition, or breach of
this AGREEMENT shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any other term, or condition, or breach
of this AGREEMENT and shall not be deemed a continuing waiver.

Miscellaneous General Provision No. 16: The section titles and captions contained in
this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall in no way be construed to limit or extend the scope of
this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, any term hereof, or the intent of any of its provisions, and
are provided for convenience and identification only.

Miscellaneous General Provision No.1?:
PLAINTIFFS AND THE mD PARTIES, AND EACH OF THEM, HEREBY
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THEY HAVE READ THIS SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
AND MUTUAL GENERAL RELEASES AND THAT THEY FULLY KNOW,
UNDERSTAND AND APPRECIATE ITS CONTENTS, AND THAT THEY SIGN THIS
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL GENERAL RELEASES AND MAKE
THE SETTLEMENT PROVIDED FOR HEREIN VOLUNTARILY AND OF THEIR
OWN FREE WILL.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the PARTIES, including the PLAINTIFFS, acting both in
their individual capacities and as Class Representatives on behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASSES,
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and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, have executed this SE11'LEMENT AGREEMENT in
multiple counterparts as ofthe EFFECTIVE DATE.

~

L............-'>

TOBY HARRIS, indivi
/ly and as Class Representative
Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

on

KEVIN 0 'CONNOR, individually and as Class
Representative on Beho{f of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

MICHAEL SANDERCOCK, individually and as Class
Representative on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

ALEX LANE, individually and as Class Representative
Behalfofthe PLAINTIFF CLASS

on

MICHAEL BEY, individually and as Class Representative
on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY, INC., a Ca1tfornia
Corporation
BY:

Eugene Kumamoto, Chief Financial Officer, authorized to
sign on its behalf
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-'S-J(-ep-r-ese-. n-tdt-t-ll-e o-n
Behaf/o/the PLAINTIFF CLASS
w-.

-ly-,'

a-n-d-as-C-7oJ;-'

MiCHA.EL SANDBRCOCK, indMdually and as Class
llftpresentt1tille on Behalf o/1Jfe PLUNTlFF CLASS

--_,

,_:t •••

_

ALEX LANE. intfwitJuaJly and tI.$ Class Repre8entatiwrm
lJeha(fofthePLAlNTlFF CUSS

--_._-----_._-----tnrlivldually
Representative
MiCHAEL

BEY.

and as Class

on Behalfofthe PWNTlFFC.uSS

lNVES1'OR ~8
BUSlNESSDAlLy'
Corporatitm

BY:
Euge-ne-'

'-Kwnmlwto-,

-,

.-..,..,

-,

INC" a California

foIOfficer, authorized
sign On iis behalf

'-Ch-f,-ej-Fl-I'KlIfC-' .'

to

and the lBD PMTIBS, Md each of the~ have executed this SETILEMENT AGREEMENT in
multiple counterparts as of the EFFECTIVE DATE.

TOBY 1U.RRlS, individually and (J$ Class Representative on
Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CUSS

KEVIN O'CONNOR. individutllly and a.s Clals
Representatlve.on. Behalf oJthe PLA.lNT1FF CLASS

ALEX LANE, indlvidual/y and as Class Reprtstntattve
BehaV olthe PLAlNTIFF CLASS

on

M1C/l.A.EL BEY, individually (IfItJ as Class ktpremrtative
on Behalf ojlhrt PLAlNTlFF CLASS

INVFSrOR'S

BUSINESS DAILY, INC., a California

Corparati01l

BY:
Eugene

KUlIUIlBotD,
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~----Chief Financial Officer, authorized to
sign on its behalf

and the ffiD PARTIES, lind each ofthelh1have executed this SE1l'LEMENT AGREEMENT in
multiple counterparts as of the EFFECTIVE DATE.

TOBY HARRIS, individually and as Class Representative on
Beh!JIf of the PUlNTIFF CLASS

KEVIN O'CONNOR,

individually

and as Class

Representative on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

MICHAEL SANDERCOCK, individually and as Class
Representative on BehaIfofthe PLAlNTIFF CLASS

MICHAEL BEY; .individual,yamias Class Representative
on Behalf of the PWNTIFFCLASS

INv.eSTOR '$ BUSINESS DAILY, INC,
Corporation

I)

California

BY;

Eug.-ene-K<-uma~."""';;'()to.
Chief Financial Officer, authorized
sign on its behalf
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and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, have executed this SETfLEMENT AGREEMENT in
multiple counterparts as of the EFFECTIVE DATE.

TOBY HARRIS, individually and as Class Representative on
Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

KEVIN O'CONNOR, individually and as Class
Representative on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

MICHAEL SANDERCOCK, individually and as Class
Representative on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

ALEX LANE, individually and as Class Representative on
Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

~

MICHAEL BEY, individually and as Cl Representative
on Behalfofthe PLAINTIF CLASS

INVESTOR'SBUSINESS DAILY, INC., a California
Corporation
By:

_

Eugene Kumamoto, Chief Financial Officer, authorized to
sign on its behalf
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and the IBD PARTIES, and each of them, have executed this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT in
multiple counterparts as of the EFFECTIVE DATE.

TOBY HARRIS, individually and as Class Representative on
Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

KEVIN 0 'CONNOR, individually and as Class
Representative on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

MICHAEL SANDERCOCl( individually and as Class
Representative on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

ALEX LANE, individually and as Class Representative on
Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

MICHAEL BEY, individually and as Class Representative
on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF CLASS

INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY, INC, a California
Corporation

oto, Chief Financial Officer, authorized to
sign on its behalf
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DIRECT MARKETING SALES, INC, formerly a California
Corporation, now a department of INVESTOR'S BUSINESS
DAILY, INC, a California Corporation

BY:
Eugene Kum
oto, Chief Financial Officer, authorized to
sign on behalf of INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY, INC, a
California Corporation
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Approved as to Form and Content
LANCASTER & ANASTASIA, L
WILLIAM H. LANCASTER, ES
DAMON C. ANASTASIA, ESQ.

By:

LAW OFFICES OF ERIC M EPSTEIN,
Law Corporation
ERIC M. EPSTEIN, ESQ.

a Professional

By:

_
ERIC M. EPSTEIN, ESQ.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
TOBY HARRIS, KEVIN O'CONNOR, MICHAEL
SANDERCOCK, ALEX LANE and MICHAEL BEY,
individually and as class representatives on behalf of the
general public and all others similarly situated and
constituting the Plaintiff Class

TIDERMAN LAW FIRM
MARKR. THIERMAN, ESQ.

By:

_
MARK R. THIERMAN, ESQ.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
TOBY HARRIS, KEVIN O'CONNOR, MICHAEL
SANDERCOCK , ALEX LANE and MICHAEL BEY, as
class representatives on behalf of the general public and all
others similarl situated and constitutin the Plaintiff Class
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Approved as to Form and Content

LANCASTER & ANASTASIA, LLP
WILLIAM H. LANCASTER, ESQ.
DAMON C. ANASTASIAt ESQ.
By:
WILLIAM H. LANCASTER, ESQ.
Attomeys for Defendants
Investor's Business Daily and
Direct Marketing Services. Inc.
LAW OFFICES OF ERIC M EPSTEIN, a Professional
Law Corporation
ERIC M. EPSTEIN. ESQ.

By:

il'L

ERIC M. ~STEIN. ESQ.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
TOBY HARRIS, KEVIN O'CONNOR, MICHAEL
SANDERCOCK, ALEX LANE end MICHAEL BEY,
individually snd as class representatives on behalf oftbe
general public and all others similarly situated md
constituting the Plaintiff Class
THIERMAN LAW FIRM
MARK R. 1HIERMAN, ESQ.

By:

~/2'MARK R. THIERMAN. ESQ..
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
TOBY HARRIS, KEVIN O'CONNOR, MICHAEL
SANDERCOCK, ALEX LANE and MICHAEL BEY, as
class representa~ves on behalf of the general public and all
others similarly situated and constituting the Plaintiff Class
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